
Christie lens calculator



With this calculator you can determine the lens required for the

successful installation of your Christie projector. You can also use it

to determine what screen size or throw distance you will need with

your new or current Christie projector and lens combination.



1.       Projector selection

2.       Screen dimensions

3.       Throw distance

4.       Offset simulation

5.       Available lens options

Whether you are using

a desktop, or mobile

device, there are five

sections in the tool:



To get started, choose your projector.

The calculator defaults to show current

models. Toggle “Show discontinued

products” to see discontinued

projectors.

Does your project involve a few

different projectors? Click on the star

to mark projectors as favorites, and

toggle “Only show starred” to quickly

recall the projectors.
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Change selected projector

Enter the dimensions of

your screen or desired

image

If you are unsure of your screen size, enter your

throw distance, select a lens and use the

‘calculate screen dimensions’ feature

Offset simulation measures the position of the

projector relative to the centerline of the screen

Selected lens card

moves to the top of

the list



After selecting a lens and setting or calculating the throw

distance, you will see the offset simulations. You can adjust

the Vertical offset and Horizontal offset manually by moving the

slider bar for either offset. The offset range is limited by the lens

selected.



After determining the right projector and lens combination for

your project, you can request a quote for these items, using the

“Get a quote” button. If you do not require a quote but would

like to export or share a summary of the results, click "Summary

of results".

Export the summary to PDF

Share the summary via email

Enter your contact details to request a quote.

Note: If requesting a quote, your

request will be sent to a Christie

sales representative to respond.


